
The Periodic Table and How it Works (Key and Guided Readings) 
 

“Read & Say Something” Hand out “What the Heck are Valence Electrons.” Read first two 
paragraphs. 

The periodic table of elements is a system for organizing elements by their 

____atomic number____. It also is arranged according to the number of __valence___ 

electrons an element has, which are the electrons found in the outermost shell and are 

involved in bonding with other elements. Valence electrons increase (generally) from 

___left____ to __right___ as you move across the periodic table. 

Chemical Building Blocks: Read first paragraph in “Periods” section pg. 86 and both 
paragraphs in “Groups” section on pg 87. (Old book: Pgs. 82 & 83 starting with “Organization 
of the P.T.” on 82) 

A row across the periodic table is called a _period___. __Hydrogen (H)_ and 

_Helium_(He)__ are the elements that make up the first row, or __period_____. The 

elements in a row, or __period___, do not usually share any of the same properties, 

but are instead arranged by their __atomic number__. There are seven periods. 

(Number the periods on your periodic table including on the right hand side.) The 

columns that go up and down are called __groups___ or __families_____. 

__Families_____ are a good way to name these because all elements in a particular 

group are related in some way. The numbers on the top of the groups are 1 through 

18. These numbers identify which group an element belongs to. Some of the groups or 

families are given special names.  

Group 1 are called the __alkali metals________.  

Group 2 are known as _ alkaline earth metals______.  

Groups 3 through 12 are known as the __transition/rare earth metals_____. 

Group 17 are the __halogens_____. 

Group 18 have the distinct name of the _noble gases___.  

(Noble means________________________________________________.) 

*Add: Noble = Non-reactive or inert.  

Alll elements to the right of the staircase on the periodic table are __non-

metals____, while all elements to the left of the staircase are __metals____. 



(Elements on the staircase are considered ____metalloids____.) So, most elements are 

___metals____. 

Before continuing, color code periodic table using transparency from Chemical Building 
Blocks. Students need to have a key: purple = metals, green = non-metals, and yellow = 
metalloids.  
Label the different groups/families on periodic tables using labeled P.T. transparency. 
 
HW/Classwork: Have students complete handout ”PeriodicTable Groups and Periods.”  
 
Students need to now read paragraph 3 of “What the Heck are Valence Electrons” 
before continuing. 
 

The families, or groups, 1, 2, and then on over to 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, & 18 are 

considered the ____main group elements____. 

Groups 1 & 2, and the second digit of groups 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, & 18 indicates how many 

__valence electrons_____ the elements of these groups have. (Valence electrons of the 

transition metals cannot be predicted in this manner!) 

Identify how many valance electrons the following elements have:  

Calcium has _2__ valence electrons and belongs to Group__ 2__. 

Carbon has ___4__ valence electrons and belongs to Group___14___. 

Oxygen has __6___ valence electrons and belongs to Group__16___. 

Chlorine has ___7__ valence electrons and belongs to Group__17___. 

Argon has __8___ valence electrons and belongs to Group___18___. 

The number of valence electrons ___increases_______ as you move from 

__left_______ to __right______ across the periodic table. 

**HW – “Atoms in the PT” WS 

So called electron dot diagrams are used to represent the number of valence electrons. 

Here are the rules: 

1. Write the symbol for the element 

2. Use a dot to represent a valence electron  

3. Fill in one electron (dot) at a time around the symbol 

4. Where there are two electrons (dots) a bond cannot form to another atom. 

Where there is only one electron (dot) a bond can form with another atom. 



Draw electron dot diagrams to represent the number of valence electrons for the 
elements from above. Tell how many bonds each element can form. 
 
              ·          ··             ··            ·· 
Ca·       · C ·      · O ··       ··Cl··       ··Ar··   
              ·           ·              ·             ·· 
1 bond   4 bonds    2 bonds       1 bond        0 bonds 
 
*Put group labeled P.T.  back up to copy info on most reactive metals and non-metals.  
 
*Students now read the last two paragraphs of “What the Heck are Valence Electrons.” 
 
Octet Rule: Atoms tend to get together (bond) with each other so that there are a 

total of ____8______ electrons between the two of them in their outer most shell. 

This makes them stable, or not chemically reactive when they are together as an 

octet. (This is why the noble gases don’t usually react with other things. They have 

eight valence electrons and are considered stable!) 

 
*HW/Classwork – “Inside an Atom” worksheet. Add – Draw e- dot diagrams for Mg and S 
and show how they might bond. 
 

**Quiz e-dot diagrams (Review and practice) 

*Students need to read all of page 12 in their book (Compounds) and the top of page 13 

(Mixtures.) 

A substance made of two or more elements that are chemically bonded are known as 

__compounds______. The properties of compounds are always __different__ than the 

properties of the __elements__ alone. Compounds cannot be ___physically______ 

separated. 

A ___mixture______ is two or more substances combined that are not chemically 

bonded. They can be separated by __physical____ means. 

ü Go to FRAME of the different properties of the groups (2009- Print for students & have them 
highlight/add to while reviewing with overhead.) 

ü HW/Classwork: Now go to Chemical Building Blocks to read about “Metals” pages 88-
95. Students will take 2-column notes for the following main ideas and terms: 
Physical properties of metals, malleable, ductile, conductivity, reactivity, alloy. HW- 
Section 3 Assessment on page 95 -  Go over in class (Key in Teacher Ed.) 

ü Follow up with Section 4 on Nonmetals and metalloids for HW. Read pgs. 98-105 and 
do Section 4 Assessment. 

ü Do Metal or Nonmetal lab 


